Sprint - Dynamic API based on an ontology

What

The primary objectives of this sprint are:

- to make VIVO extendable through description of requests via web interface
- You can find more details here - https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vtNlIVEYWdBgV11N-wiPk_lUNKpiFQ4sKeJBeU6xy2E/edit?usp=sharing

When

- February 21st - March 11th

Who

- Dragan Ivanovic
- Benjamin Kampe
- Matthias Lühr
- Veljko Maksimovic
- Georgy Litvinov
- Brian Lowe
- William Welling
- Kevin Day
- Benjamin Gross

Meetings notes

- 2021-02-16 - Dynamic API pre-sprint meeting
- 2021-02-17 - Dynamic API pre-sprint meeting
- 2021-02-18 - Dynamic API pre-sprint meeting
- 2022-02-22 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-02-25 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-02-28 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-03-02 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-03-04 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-03-07 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-03-09 - Dynamic API sprint meeting
- 2022-03-11 - Dynamic API retrospective sprint meeting
- 2022-03-31 - Dynamic API demo meeting

Resources

- Project board
- Sprint stand-up reports

Slack stand-up template

[VIVO Dynamic API Standup]
Finished yesterday:
(ticket titles and associated GitHub links)
[AND please include brief textual description]
Working on today:
(ticket titles and associated GitHub links)
[AND please include brief textual description]
Blockers:
[brief textual description]